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Abstract. There are several scenarios in which a given drawing of a
graph is to be modiﬁed subject to preservation constraints. Examples
include shape simpliﬁcation, sketch-based, and dynamic graph layout.
While the orthogonal ordering of vertices is a natural and frequently
called for preservation constraint, we show that, unfortunately, it results
in severe algorithmic diﬃculties even for the simplest graphs. More precisely, we show that orthogonal-order preserving rectilinear and uniform
edge length drawing is N P-hard even for paths.

1

Introduction

In several scenarios, a graph drawing algorithm receives as input not only a
graph, but also an initial (possibly partial) drawing. The task is to redraw the
graph while maintaining selected features of the input drawing. Examples of this
kind are embedding-constrained graph layout, shape simpliﬁcation, sketch-based
drawing, and dynamic graph layout.
A cartographic application of particular interest is the simpliﬁcation of lines.
Given a polygonal path, the task is to generate a simpler representation of the
path, for instance by omitting vertices [8, 12] (level of detail) or by restricting
the allowable types of segments [15, 14] (schematization).
Note that line simpliﬁcation is also the base case in the design of schematic
metro maps, where admissible slopes may be restricted and few bends are desired. Maintaining a user’s mental map by preserving the orthogonal ordering [9]
of stations and landmarks seems particularly appropriate in this scenario and
has been tried, e.g., in [7]. For layout stability [3] and similarity [5] the relative
position of vertices, strongly related to the orthogonal ordering, is considered,
used [13] and tested [4] helpfull. Alternative constraints include preservation of
the cyclic ordering of neighbors [16] and distance from original positions using
various metrics [15, 14].
For two diﬀerent drawing conventions we show that orthogonal ordering is N Phard to preserve, even for paths. This is in contrast to the direction-restricted
models studied in [15] and [14], where paths or vertices must be within a given
distance (according to the Fréchet or Euclidean metric) of the original and the
number of bends can be minimized in polynomial time. For orthogonal-order preserving graph drawing, even the decision problems in the rectilinear and equal
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edge-length model are N P-hard. The former implies, e.g., that bend-minimum
orthogonal layout is hard under ordering constraints. The latter is also interesting, since drawing with given edge lengths is hard for general graphs [10], but easy
for trees (see, e.g., [2]). With orthogonal ordering constraints, the problem is hard
even for paths.
After some preliminaries, we treat the rectilinear case in Sect. 3 and the equal
edge-length case in Sect. 4. For convenience, we give additional illustrations of
gadgets in an appendix.

2

Preliminaries

We are interested in redrawing simple undirected paths P = (v1 , . . . , vn ) using
straight line edges. An original geometric position (xv , yv ) in the plane is given
for each vertex v ∈ P . Let (xv , yv ) be the position of a vertex v in the resulting
layout. By preserving the orthogonal ordering of the vertices we mean that if for
two vertices vi , vj it is xvi ≤ xvj (yvi ≤ yvj ) in the original layout, xvi ≤ xvj
(yv i ≤ yv j ) holds also for the resulting layout.
For a (sub)-path P of l ≥ 1 edges we call the area between the vertical line
through P ’s rightmost vertex and the one through the leftmost vertex the xrange of P , and analogously the area between the horizontal line through P ’s
highest vertex and the one through the lowest vertex P ’s y-range.
For the N P-hardness proofs in this paper we use reductions from MONOTONE
3-SAT. In MONOTONE 3-SAT each clause contains exactly three literals either
all negated or all non-negated. The problem is known to be N P-hard [11]. Let I
be an instance of the MONOTONE 3-SAT-problem with Boolean variables X =
{x1 . . . xn } and clauses C = {C1 , C2 , . . . , Ck }.

3

Rectilinear Drawings

The ﬁrst problem we address is the following:
Orthogonal-order preserving rectilinear drawing problem: Given a graph in the plane, we want to decide whether we can draw each edge either
horizontally or vertically, changing neither the horizontal nor the vertical
order of endpoints, without introducing any intersection other than the common endpoint of two incident edges and keeping the edge-length positive for
each edge.
Choosing the direction of an edge can force the direction of other edges.
Figure 1 shows how an edge ei can force the direction of another edge ej . More
formal: We say an edge ei pulls another edge ej horizontally, if ej lies completely
within ei ’s y-range, hence, to keep the vertical order of endpoints, ej has to be
horizontal if ei is horizontal. This of course also means that ei cannot be drawn
horizontally if ej is vertical and we say ej pushes ei vertically. Analogously we
say an edge ei pulls another edge ej vertically, if ej lies within ei ’s x-range
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(a) ei pulls ej horizontally
and ej pushes ei vertically

(b) ei pulls ej vertically and
ej pushes ei horizontally

Fig. 1. Forcing to have the same direction

and therefore also ej pushes ei horizontally. We use this to construct the main
elements of a gadget for the N P-hardness proof.
Given a path P = (e1 , e2 , e3 ) of three edges as shown in Fig. 2. If there is a
horizontal edge with one endpoint in the x-range of e1 and one endpoint in the
x-range of e3 , at least one of P ’s edges has to be drawn horizontally and we call
P with the horizontal edge a horizontal decision unit. Analogously, if there is a
vertical edge with one endpoint in the y-range of e1 and one in the y-range of
e3 at least one of P ’s edges has to be drawn vertically and we call P with the
vertical edge a vertical decision unit. We will later use these decision units to
represent the 3-SAT clauses.

(a) horizontal decision unit

(b) vertical decision unit

Fig. 2. Decision units

In Fig. 3 two edges ei = ej are linked by a third edge l = ei , ej . We call l the
horizontal link for ei and ej , if ej pulls l horizontally and l pushes ei horizontally
such that ei , ej and l are all horizontal if ej is horizontal (see Fig. 3(a)). Of course
this also means that if ei is vertical, also l and ej must be vertical. A vertical
link is deﬁned correspondingly and shown in Fig. 3(b). We will use these links
for variables which occur in more the one clause.
3.1

Unions of Paths

We now use the described edge-dependency elements to create a gadget for a
given instance of MONOTONE 3-SAT to prove the following:
Theorem 1. The orthogonal-order preserving rectilinear drawing problem is
N P-hard for unions of paths.
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(b) Vertical link

Fig. 3. Possible links l for ei and ej

For a given instance I of MONOTONE 3-SAT we create a union of paths as
follows. Each variable will have several corresponding edges. For each positive
clause Ci we place a horizontal decision unit U (Ci ) on the diagonal of the drawing
and for each negative clause Cj we place a vertical one U (Cj ) as shown in
Fig. 4. The horizontal and vertical edges of the decision units can be placed on a
horizontal and a vertical line near the borders of the drawing. The diagonal edges
in the decision units correspond to the literals in the decision unit’s clause. We
then place a variable path (e1 , . . . , en ) (see Fig. 4) on the diagonal of the drawing
with n edges corresponding to the n variables in X. For each diagonal edge in a
horizontal decision unit we add a positive link between this edge and the edge in
the variable path corresponding to the same variable and for each diagonal edge
in a vertical decision unit we do the same with a negative link. Because of the
links an edge in the variable path is horizontal in a valid orthogonal drawing if
an edge corresponding to the same variable is drawn horizontally in a horizontal
decision unit and vertical if drawn vertically in a vertical decision unit. We set
a variable true if the corresponding edge is drawn horizontally in the variable
path and false, if it is drawn vertically, such that for a valid drawing all clauses
are satisﬁed and all other variables can be chosen arbitrary.
Analogously to this, setting the variables such that all clauses are satisﬁed
will also induce a valid drawing, hence the edges in S can be drawn orthogonally
without intersections keeping the horizontal and vertical order of their endpoints
if and only if I is satisﬁable. Thus the problem is proven to be N P-hard.
The gadget is quite special but we can change it to a gadget with totally
ordered vertices, i. e., no two vertices have the same x- or y-coordinates. In the
horizontal decision units we used horizontal edges eh that we can move away
from their horizontal line, but force them to be later drawn horizontally again,
by attaching at one endpoint a small edge ef like shown in Fig. 5(a). ef lies
in eh ’s x-range and eh in ef ’s y-range such that the only possibility of avoiding
intersections is to draw eh horizontally and ef vertically. Since eh must be drawn
horizontally, still at least one of the diagonal edges in the decision unit must be
drawn horizontally as well. We place ef ’s endpoint that is not incident to eh such
that no vertex lies in ef ’s x-range, so ef cannot pull any other edge vertically.
Because the horizontal edges of the decision units are placed near the borders
of the drawing we can easily guarantee that ef does not lie in any other edge’s
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Fig. 4. Union of paths for a MONOTONE 3-SAT-instance I

(a) eh and ef

(b) ev and ef

Fig. 5. Decision units without horizontal or vertical edges

y-range, so it cannot push other edges vertically. The strategy for the vertical
decision units is the same and shown in Fig. 5(b). After also making sure, that
no two vertices of diﬀerent horizontal (vertical) links for the same edge in the
variable path lie on the same vertical (horizontal) line for example by making
each horizontal link shorter than the one exactly above it (likewise for vertical
links), we have a gadget with total ordering that is drawable if and only if the
special gadget was drawable. Thus the problem is proven to be N P-hard also
for unions of paths with totally ordered vertices.
3.2

Single Path

Theorem 2. Orthogonal-order preserving rectilinear drawing is N P-hard for
paths.
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Fig. 6. Single path for the instance I

Fig. 7. lc is connecting two positive links

To show N P-hardness also for paths we have to connect the edges. We add
horizontal and vertical edges connecting the decision units and the links for different decision units (see Fig. 6). They have no eﬀect on the drawability because
edges which are already horizontal or vertical cannot pull other edges. Additionally the horizontal and vertical edges added here do not lie in the range of any
edge not yet horizontal or vertical and therefore cannot push other edges. Links
belonging to the same decision unit are also connected. We take a closer look
at these connecting edges. For two incident edges ei , ej in the same horizontal
decision unit and the edges ei , ej in the variable path corresponding to the same
variables, let eii and ejj  be the positive links. (See Fig. 7.) For ei and ej not
incident let ec be connecting the positive links. If ei and ej are both drawn horizontally they pull ec (as well as eii and ejj  of course) horizontally. If ei , ej
or even both edges are vertical, ec can still be drawn horizontally. Furthermore ec
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can pull all edges ei+1 . . . ej−1 vertically so we draw it vertically if and only if
all edges ei . . . ej must be vertical anyway and horizontally otherwise. The edges
connecting the links have no eﬀect on drawability. The edges in the union of
paths are also kept in the connected path, hence the path is not drawable, if the
union of paths had not been drawable.
With the connecting edges we again have vertices with the same x- or ycoordinates, but because they have no eﬀect on drawability we can just slightly
turn each horizonal or vertical line with two or more vertices. It can be turned
back without conﬂicts when redrawing the path such that the new connected
path is drawable if and only if the old one was. The problem is N P-hard also
for paths with double-totally ordered vertices.

4

Drawings with Uniform Edge Lengths

Orthogonal-order preserving equal edge lengths drawing problem:
Given a graph in the plane, we want to decide whether we can draw each
edge with length one changing neither the horizontal nor the vertical order
of the edges’ endpoints and without introducing any intersection other than
the common endpoint of two connected edges.
The constraint that all edges have length one may be exploited tp force some
of them to be drawn horizontally or vetically. We can use the concept of linking
edges like in the previous section. Edge ei in Fig. 8(a) forces ej to be drawn
horizontally, because otherwise it would not be short enough to have the same
length as ei . We can also deﬁne decision units. In the example in Fig. 8(b) the
path P = {e1 , e2 , e3 } must have length 3 and the only possibility of achieving
this is to draw the framing edges horizontally and vertically to give the path the
room of a 1 × 2-rectangle in which the longest possible path monotone in x− and
y−direction has length 3. It is easy to see that one edge of P has to be drawn
horizontally and the other two edges vertically.
Let a horizontal decision unit be a 3-edge-path monotone in x- and y- direction
contained into a 1x2-rectangle while a vertical decision unit is also a 3-edge-path
monotone in x- and y- direction, but contained into a 2x1-rectangle

(a) ei forcing ej

(b) Three possible drawings
Fig. 8.
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Unions of Paths

We now use these edge-dependency elements to create a gadget for a given
instance of MONOTONE 3-SAT to prove the following:
Theorem 3. The orthogonal-order preserving equal edge lengths drawing problem is N P-hard for unions of paths.
For a given instance I of MONOTONE 3-SAT we create a union of paths as
follows. Like in the proof for the rectilinear graph drawing we place decision
units for the clauses with edges corresponding to the variables in the clause. For
each positive clause we place a horizontal decision unit and for each negative
clause we place a vertical one. Similar to the gadget in Sect. 3.1 we arrange the
decision units on the diagonal such that all vertical and all horizontal decision
units lie next to each other without being connected. The framing rectangle
edges can be placed on an almost horizontal and an almost vertical line near the
borders of the drawing. For each variable in a negative clause that also occurs
in a positive clause we add a link between the edge in the vertical and the
edge in the horizontal decision unit such that both edges are horizontal if drawn
horizontally in the horizontal decision unit and vertical if drawn vertically in
the vertical decision unit (see Fig. 9). In a valid drawing there is no edge drawn
horizontally in a horizontal decision unit linked to an edge drawn vertically in a
vertical decision unit. We choose the variable corresponding to an edge horizontal
in a horizontal decision unit true and to an edge vertical in a vertical decision
unit false. With this all clauses are satisﬁed and the other variables can be set
arbitrarily.
For a given solution of I we can create a valid drawing as follows: For each
positive clause we choose one of the variables set true and draw the corresponding
edge in the corresponding decision unit horizontally, the other edges in this
decision unit we draw vertically. From each negative clause we also choose one
variable set false and draw the corresponding edge in the corresponding decision
unit vertically and the other edges horizontally. Now all decision units have a

Fig. 9. The union of paths for the instance I from Sect. 3.1
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(a) special case

(b) total ordering

Fig. 10. Intraclause links

valid drawing. The links have a valid drawing, too, because the linked edges
are both either horizonal or vertical such that the link can have length one.
The union of paths can be drawn with equal edge lengths without intersections
keeping the horizontal and vertical order of their endpoints if and only if I is
satisﬁable. Thus the problem is proven to be N P-hard. Note that we did not use
horizontal or vertical edges and with our arrangement of decision units we can
guarantee total ordering by additionally avoiding links on the same horizontal
or vertical line like we did in Sect. 3.1.
4.2

Single Path

Theorem 4. The orthogonal-order preserving equal edge lengths drawing is
N P-hard for paths.
To show N P-hardness also for paths we have to add connecting edges and prove
that they have no eﬀect on the drawability. We guarantee this by making sure
that the connected path stays drawable if the union of paths had been drawable.
To make it easier to connect the path segments, we copy the decision units such
that each copy has exactly one link to one copy of another decision unit. For
countneg (e) being the number of times the variable corresponding to e occurs
in a negative clause and countpos (e) the number
 of times it occurs in a positive
clause, each vertical decision unit U must
have
e∈U countpos (e) copies and each

horizontal decision unit U  must have e∈U  countneg (e) copies. The copies are
placed next to each other on the diagonal and linked such that each copy has to
be drawn equally (see Fig. 10(a)). We refer to these linking edges as intraclause
links.
An interclause link between a copy of a horizontal and a vertical decision
unit lies within a 2x2-rectangle. We ﬁrst connect the link to two inner anchor
vertices outside of this rectangle. We take a close look at the case where the
third edge of a vertical decision unit is linked with the second edge of a vertical
decision unit (see Fig. 11). For the eight combinations of possible drawings of
the decision units, except for one combination the anchor vertices lie exactly
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Fig. 11. Eight possible combinations

Fig. 12. Outer anchor vertices

at the same distance from the border of the horizontal decision units’s y-range
and always at the same distance from the border of the vertical decision units’s
x-range. Because of the one exception, we connect the inner anchor vertices to
outer anchor vertices that can always be placed each at the same y-coordinates
with a clause anchor vertex for the horizontal decision unit and at the same xcoordinates with a clause anchor point of the positive decision unit (see Fig. 12).
This guarantees, that we can later connect these parts of the path, without
having an eﬀect on the drawability.
It is possible to move the horizontal decision unit and possible intraclause
links by one edge length. Whenever we have to cross the x- or y-range between
the outer anchor vertices when connecting other parts of the path, we can use
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a connector like shown in Fig. 12 and outside the ranges edges that are either
horizontal or vertical with length already 1. Analogously for any interclause link
such anchor points can be deﬁned because only one of the decision units has to be
movable by at least one edge length. Thus the union of paths can be connected
to a path, that stays drawable, if the unions of paths was drawable.
We can also achieve total ordering for a single path. Before connecting the
union of paths in the special case, we changed it by copying and linking the
clauses. To guarantee that the copies of the decision units for the same clause
are all drawn in the same way, we used intraclause links with vertices on the same
horizontal and vertical line with the vertices of the decision units (Fig. 10(a)). We
now have to link the copies without using vertices with equal x- or y-coordinates.
We can do this by using shorter and longer links as shown in Fig. 10(b) on both
sides of the units. The shorter links l1 , l1 and l3 , l3 are pulled by e1 and e3 but
also push them, such that e1 , l1 , l1 and e1 must always have the same direction,
just as e3 , l3 , l3 and e3 . The longer links l2 and l2 pull e2 and e2 and are also
pushed by them, hence also e2 , l2 , l2 and e2 all have the same direction and the
two copies have to be drawn in the same way. We now have a new union of
paths that is drawable if and only if the old one had been drawable as well. We
connect the paths exactly like in Sect. 4.2 and turn the horizontal and vertical
lines through more than one vertex like in Sect. 3. The connecting edges are
always drawable and do not force any other edge, while the edges of the union of
paths are still contained, hence the path is drawable if and only if the union of
paths had been drawable. The problem is N P-hard also for a single path with
totally ordered vertices along each axis.
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